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Abstract

Federated identity management allows users to access mul-
tiple services based on a single authentication. This reduces
the number of digital identities that users have to manage,
and lowers the administrative costs of the organisations pro-
viding the services. Several technologies and frameworks
have been developed to carry out the necessary activities re-
lated to identity federation, such as linking user accounts
across services and enabling Single Sign-On. This paper
covers some of the most important solutions currently avail-
able, namely the Security Assertion Markup Language, the
Liberty Alliance framework, Shibboleth and WS-Federation.
It presents their overall architecture and provided features,
and also discusses some of the deployment and usability as-
pects related to the solutions.

KEYWORDS: Identity management, federated identity, sin-
gle sign-on, SAML, Liberty Alliance, Shibboleth, WS-
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1 Introduction

The number of services people are using on the Internet to-
day is growing rapidly. In addition to traditional Web surfing,
the Internet is also increasingly used for other activities such
as shopping, booking holidays, sharing photos and videos,
keeping in touch with friends, and so on. These more ad-
vanced services often require the user to set up a personal
account at the service’s Web site, which usually includes
at least coming up with a username and password for the
site and remembering them in the future. Thus, the increas-
ing number of services poses a new kind of challenge to the
users: how to manage all the digital identities in the various
Web sites they use?

Identity management is not problematic to users alone, but
is becoming a challenge to organisations as well. If they wish
to practice e-business efficiently, companies must set up var-
ious online resources for their customers and partners. Man-
aging all the user identities for the services locally and often
also across organisational boundaries can lead to noticeable
administrative costs for the businesses.

As a solution to these problems, the concept of federated
identity management has emerged over the last few years. It
is a general term that currently refers to a set of technologies
and standards which enable users to interact with many ser-
vices by signing in to only one. One of the basic functions
offered by these identity federation technologies is Single
Sign-On (SSO), which means the procedure of authenticat-

ing a user on one Web site, and using that authentication
as a validation to access some protected resources on other
sites. More complex scenarios can also be handled, such as
sharing some attributes of a user’s account across domains,
and letting the user control what information can be shared.
A requirement and the basic foundation for this kind of co-
operation is a trust relationship between the parties.

A number of different solutions currently exist in the field
of federated identity management. There are open standards
developed by large consortiums, proprietary solutions by in-
dividual companies, and smaller-scale open-source projects.
Many of them include similar functionality, but they differ
in the scope of the solution and its applicability to different
scenarios. This paper focuses on some of the most impor-
tant solutions currently available. It presents an overview
of their basic architecture and then discusses some specific
aspects regarding their scope, deployment and use, such as
their suitability for different environments, the covered use
cases, and how they differ from the user’s perspective.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. First, the
Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [9] is intro-
duced. It is a standard for exchanging security-related in-
formation between organisations. Then, two SAML-based
identity federation solutions are presented, namely the archi-
tecture framework from the Liberty Alliance [15, 14], and
Shibboleth [11]. The last solution covered in this paper is
the Web Services Security (WSS) based family of standards,
most importantly WS-Federation [7]. After presenting the
technical architecture of these solutions, they are discussed
and compared in more detail. Finally, the paper is concluded.

2 Identity Federation Architectures

2.1 Security Assertion Markup Language
(SAML)

SAML [9] is an XML-based standard developed by the Or-
ganisation for the Advancement of Structured Information
Standards (OASIS). It is a framework for describing and
exchanging security-related information between organisa-
tions. The goal of the framework is to deliver a vendor-
independent way of achieving SSO and identity federation
capabilities between services in multiple domains. The most
recent version of the framework at the time of writing is 2.0.

At the heart of the standard, SAML introduces the enti-
ties referred to as the asserting party and the relying party.
The asserting party can generate signed SAML assertions,
which contain one or more statements about a subject. The
subject can be any entity that can be identified in the security
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domain, such as a user or a computer, who is usually au-
thenticated using an appropriate method. However, SAML
itself does not specify or require any specific authentication
mechanisms.

After generating the assertions, the asserting party can
share them with a relying party. The relying party verifies
that the assertion is valid, and can then make a decision to ac-
cept the assertion and start providing services to the subject
specified in the assertion. The decision to rely on informa-
tion from the asserting party requires that a trust relationship
exists between the two parties.

The SAML framework is based on a few main compo-
nents, which work as building blocks that can be combined
in various configurations to support different kinds of use
cases. They are illustrated in Figure 1. Next, we cover each
of these components and their role in the overall framework.

Assertions are the format in which security information is
exchanged between SAML parties. An assertion contains the
following information: the subject of the assertion, the con-
ditions that are used to validate the assertion, and the state-
ments about the subject.

An assertion can contain three kinds of statements. First,
authentication statements are generated by the entity that au-
thenticated the subject. They usually contain at least the
authentication method used and a timestamp specifying the
moment of authentication. Second, authorization decision
statements specify the actions a subject is permitted to do in
the system. Third, attribute statements contain some specific
attributes about the subject. For example, a typical SAML
assertion could state that the user’s name is John Doe, he
was authenticated using password authentication, and that
he is entitled to buy items from a specific online store.

Bindings

Mappings of SAML protocols onto
other standard transport protocols

Assertions
Authentication, authorization
and attribute statements

Protocols

Ways for exchanging attributes
and doing identity management

Combinations of assertions, protocols
and bindings to support various use cases

Detailed data on the
types and strenghts of
authentication

Authentication
Context

Configuration information
shared between parties

Metadata

Profiles

Figure 1: The main components of SAML

Protocols define the means by which parties can exchange
assertions and other information needed in performing the
functions supported by the SAML framework. There are in
total six general protocols specified. For example, the Au-
thentication Request Protocol defines how a relying party
can request assertions containing authentication statements.
This protocol can be used, for example, in a SSO scenario by
a service provider, when it needs to request another party to
authenticate a specific user.

Bindings specify how the SAML protocols can used with
different kinds of transport protocols. One design goal in
SAML is that the protocols are generalized and the proto-
col messages can be used together with various underlying
technologies. For example, the SAML specification defines
bindings for HTTP Redirect and POST methods and Simple
Object Access Protocol (SOAP) Web service messages. In
addition, a SAML assertion can be retrieved by resolving a
URL.

Profiles tie assertions, protocols and bindings together by
defining how they can be used in combination in certain us-
age scenarios. For example, the Web Browser SSO Profile
defined in the SAML specification specifies how SSO can
be achieved in standard Web browsers by using the SAML
protocols and their HTTP bindings.

In addition to these main components, the SAML frame-
work specifies two other concepts that further support the
deployment of a SAML environment. The first one is Meta-
data, which can be used to share configuration information
between SAML parties. For example, the protocol bind-
ings supported by an entity or key information for encryp-
tion and decryption can be expressed with SAML metadata
documents. The second concept is Authentication Context,
which means detailed information about how a certain sub-
ject has been authenticated, including the type and strength
of the used authentication method.

2.2 The Liberty Alliance Framework
The Liberty Alliance is a global consortium of more than 150
companies and organisations, whose goal is to develop open
standards for federated identity management and identity-
based Web services. In addition, the alliance offers best prac-
tices and guidelines to businesses that use their standards,
and a certification program for products utilising their speci-
fications.

The main offering of the Liberty Alliance is their federated
identity management architecture framework. It consists of
three main components: the Identity Federation Framework
(ID-FF) [15], the Identity Web Services Framework (ID-
WSF) [14], and the Identity Services Interface Specifications
(ID-SIS). These are illustrated in Figure 2.

The Liberty Alliance framework is built on other standard-
ized technologies, such as XML, SOAP and SAML. The first
versions of ID-FF were built on top of SAML. After finish-
ing the ID-FF version 1.2, the Liberty Alliance submitted
the specifications to OASIS, which incorporated many of the
features in SAML 2.0. This made SAML a superset of ID-FF
and a foundation for the Liberty framework. [4]

Next, we go through the content and relationships of the
main components of the framework.

2.2.1 Identity Federation Framework (ID-FF)

The goal of the ID-FF [15] is to enable basic identity fed-
eration capabilities among organisations belonging to a so-
called circle of trust. The circle of trust is formed be-
tween organisations using Liberty-enabled technology that
have trust relationships defined by operational agreements.
In a circle of trust, an organisation can take either the role
of an identity provider (IdP) or a service provider (SP), or
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both. An identity provider manages the user identities and
authenticates the users, and a service provider can accept an
identity federation from an identity provider. The basic ID-
FF functionality does not require any additional software in
the user’s machine other than a standard Web browser.

Existing standards (XML, SOAP, SAML, ...)

Identity Federation
Framework (ID-FF)

Basic federated identity
management capabilities

Identity Services Interface
Specifications (ID-SIS)

Toolkit of various identity-enabled,
interoperable services

Identity Web Services
Framework (ID-WSF)

Generic framework for building
interoperable identity services

Figure 2: Components of the Liberty Alliance framework

The ID-FF itself consists of three components. The first
one is Web redirection, which leverages the standard HTTP
Redirect and HTTP POST mechanisms to create a commu-
nication channel between the IdP and SP. The second one
is the Web services component, which is used to execute
some of the Liberty protocol steps directly between the sys-
tem entities by using SOAP messages. The third component
is metadata and schemas, which refers to various types of
information exchanged between the IdP and SP, either via a
protocol or out-of-band. Metadata can include information
such as the user handle for the federated identity, an authen-
tication context, and security certificates of the parties.

The ID-FF defines mechanisms for handling basic identity
federation functions, such as account linking and SSO. In a
circle of trust, each member site can have a different local
identity for the user. An IdP can ask the user if he wants to
allow introductions to other members in the circle of trust. If
the user accepts, the other member sites will notice the intro-
duction, and ask the user if he wishes to federate his identity
between the two sites. If the user accepts the federation, a
pseudorandom opaque user handle will be created at the IdP
and SP, which will be mapped to the user’s local identity at
both sites. An example of a federation is shown in Figure 3.

After a federation has been established between an IdP
and one or more SPs, SSO can be carried out between these
sites. The user can login at the IdP, which then creates asser-
tions for the user, enabling him to access the SP sites without
the need for re-authentication. Multiple IdPs can also exist in
a circle of trust, allowing the user to login at any one of them.
In addition to just the identity, various user attributes can also
be shared with the user’s consent. These federation functions
are achieved with the various protocol bindings and profiles
defined in the ID-FF.

2.2.2 Identity Web Services Framework (ID-WSF)

The ID-WSF [14] leverages functionality in the ID-FF to cre-
ate a framework for creating, using and consuming so-called
identity services. They are Web services that can either re-
trieve or update identity information or perform certain ac-

tions based on identity information. The ID-WSF provides
templates for creating services on top of the framework and
specifies some supporting functionality, such as a discov-
ery service for locating identity services, and mechanisms
to provide security. The goal of the ID-WSF is to define a
generic way of deploying interoperable Web services for se-
curely exchanging and handling identity information. These
Web services can then be used to support more complex use
cases than those enabled by the basic ID-FF alone.

2.2.3 Identity Services Interface Specifications (ID-SIS)

The ID-SIS extends the ID-FF and the ID-WSF to define a
diverse range of actual identity-enabled Web services. At
the time of writing, a number of services have already been
specified by Liberty, such as a directory access service, per-
sonal and employee profile services, a contact book service,
a geolocation service and a presence service. The framework
will also address the emerging need to enable identity feder-
ation through mobile technology. The goal of ID-SIS is to
provide a versatile toolkit of interoperable and secure iden-
tity Web services for various application purposes. [13]

Circle of Trust

John
Doe

user

IdP

Account name: JohnDoe

Opaque
identifier
with SP1:
fds7vc2

Opaque
identifier
with SP2:
mn21v0xg

SP1

Account name: JohnD

Opaque identifier
with IdP: fds7vc2

SP2

Account name: J_Doe

Opaque identifier
with IdP: mn21v0xg

federation federation

Figure 3: Circle of trust and identity federations

2.3 Shibboleth
Shibboleth [11] is a project founded and controlled by Inter-
net2. The consortium’s initial purpose was to develop a Sin-
gle Sign-On and identity federation system for the needs of
academic institutions, such as universities. Currently, how-
ever, Shibboleth seems to be developing into a general fed-
erated identity management solution that can be adopted by
any type of organisation. The latest production version of
Shibboleth at the time of writing is 1.3, and it is based on
SAML version 1.1 specifications. The version currently in
development is 2.0, which will adopt and extend the features
of SAML 2.0.

Like the Liberty Alliance framework, Shibboleth also uses
the concepts of an identity provider and a service provider.
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An IdP is an entity that manages user identities and at-
tributes, and generates authentication and attribute state-
ments to service providers. In Shibboleth, an IdP is divided
into the following four subcomponents:

• The authentication authority is integrated to the iden-
tity provider’s authentication service. It issues authen-
tication statements to the other components.

• The Single Sign-On service handles the SSO process
by initiating the authentication of a user, obtaining the
required assertion and generating a HTML form which
redirects the user back to the service provider.

• Artifact resolution service. An artifact is a concept
of SAML. It means a reference to an assertion instead
of the assertion itself. If artifacts are used, a service
provider can send an artifact to this service, which then
returns the actual assertion requested.

• The attribute authority issues attribute assertions
based on requests by service providers. Before issu-
ing assertions, it first authenticates and authorizes all
received requests.

Correspondingly, a service provider is an entity that man-
ages secured resources, which are accessed based on autho-
rization statements received from an identity provider. Shib-
boleth uses the concept of a security context that needs to
be established for a client before allowing it to access the
secured resource. A SP consists of the following two sub-
components:

• The assertion consumer service manages the SSO
functions in the service provider’s endpoint. It pro-
cesses the received authentication assertion or artifact,
initiates the request of optional additional attributes, es-
tablishes the security context and redirects the user to
the protected resource.

• The attribute requester can interact with the IdP’s at-
tribute authority to exchange additional attributes once
a security context has been established. This interaction
happens directly between the services using a SAML
protocol binding, without using the client’s browser.

An additional entity specified by Shibboleth is the WAYF
(“Where are you from?”) service. Since a SP does not neces-
sarily know which IdP it should use to authenticate the user,
it can redirect the user to a centralized WAYF service. The
WAYF service then provides the user a means to select the
IdP which should be used and then continue to its site. The
WAYF service acts as a proxy between the SP and IdP, and
relays the Shibboleth authentication request to the IdP’s SSO
service.

To handle the SSO usage scenario, Shibboleth specifies
two SSO profiles for Web browsers, which are based on cor-
responding SAML profiles. The Browser/POST profile uses
SAML assertions directly, while the Browser/Artifact profile
relies on artifacts, which the assertion consumer service must
dereference with a request to the IdP’s artifact resolution ser-
vice.

An example of the basic SSO protocol flow in the
Browser/POST Profile is shown in Figure 4. As with both
profiles, the sequence begins with a request for a protected
resource at the SP.
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Identity provider

Service provider

Authentication
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SSO Service

(2) Redirect

(1) GET
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(6) Redirect
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(8) OK

(3) GET
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Figure 4: Basic protocol flow in Shibboleth SSO

In step 1, the client requests a target resource at the SP and
in step 2, the SP redirects the client to the SSO service at the
IdP. Then, the client performs an authentication request to
the SSO service, which identifies the user and obtains an au-
thentication statement from the authentication authority. In
step 4, the SSO service responds with a document contain-
ing a HTML form, and a digitally signed, base64-encoded
SAML assertion is included in the form parameters. In the
fifth step, the client issues a POST request to the assertion
consumer service at the SP. In step 6, the assertion consumer
service processes the authentication response, creates a se-
curity context for the client and redirects it to the target re-
source. In step 7 the client requests the target resource at
the SP and in the last step, the SP returns the resource to the
client.

Both SSO profiles can also optionally use a WAYF ser-
vice. In the previous example, the SP could redirect the client
to the WAYF service in step 2, and the user could select the
correct identity provider before being redirected to it. In ad-
dition, if the SP needs to retrieve additional attributes about
the user in order to make the authorization decision, an at-
tribute exchange step can be added to the SSO sequence.
In that case, the assertion consumer service initiates the at-
tribute exchange, and the attribute requester interacts with
the attribute authority before a security context is established
and the client is redirected to the target resource.

In the Shibboleth project, a federation consists of a group
of organisations that have agreed upon a set of common
practices and policies for identity federation, such as the
used security technologies, procedures for handling sensi-
tive personal information and the type of organisations that
can participate in the federation. In addition, the partici-
pants of a federation usually have to define a common set
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of user attributes that will be exchanged in order to make
cross-domain identity federation feasible. To address this is-
sue, Shibboleth provides built-in support for a pre-defined
attribute schema called eduPerson, which is a specification
originally developed for the needs of higher education com-
munities [6]. It is based on the Lightweight Directory Appli-
cation Protocol (LDAP) standard, which makes it possible to
integrate Shibboleth into existing LDAP directory services,
enabling them to be used inter-organisationally.

2.4 The Web Services Security Framework

A slightly different approach to federated identity manage-
ment than those discussed above is included in an initiative
made by Microsoft and IBM, along with some other major
companies. Together, they have proposed a set of specifica-
tions that extend the basic Web services protocol stack with
additional security features. The main goal of this effort is
to improve the interoperability of different information sys-
tems across the Internet, and to create a secure context for
their communication.

The Microsoft/IBM Web Services Security (WSS) frame-
work, also known as WS-*, is composed of a number of
specifications. At its core are the basic, widely adopted
Web services technologies, such as XML and SOAP. The
WSS framework extends this foundation with a layer called
WS-Security, which adds some basic security mechanisms to
Web services, such as message confidentiality, integrity and
authentication. The features of WS-Security are further ex-
tended by the next three specifications on the protocol stack,
which are called WS-Policy, WS-Trust and WS-Privacy. On
top of this foundation lie various other WS-* specifications,
including WS-Federation, which is the main focus of this
chapter. The overall structure of the WSS architecture is pre-
sented in Figure 5. [1]

WS-SecureConversation WS-Federation WS-Authorization

WS-Policy WS-Trust WS-Privacy

WS-Security

SOAP Foundation

Figure 5: Elements of the Web Service Security framework

Before discussing the identity federation capabilities of
WS-Federation, it is important to understand some of the
related underlying specifications and their concepts. There-
fore, we next go through the main aspects of the relevant
base specifications of the WSS framework.

2.4.1 WS-Security, WS-Policy and WS-Trust

WS-Security [5] defines mechanisms for adding confiden-
tiality and integrity protection to SOAP messages. It lever-
ages the existing XML Encryption and XML Signature stan-
dards and defines how these standards can be utilized in
SOAP messages by including their elements in the message

header fields. In this way, intermediaries handling the mes-
sage can be enabled to encrypt or decrypt parts of the mes-
sage or enforced to validate the message’s integrity before
processing it further. In addition, WS-Security defines a
generic mechanism for attaching security tokens to SOAP
messages and specifies a way to reference these tokens. The
design is extensible so that different kinds of tokens can be
used, such as SAML assertions or X.509 certificates.

WS-Policy [12] describes a generic way to describe and
exchange different policies related to Web services. For
example, senders and receivers can specify their own re-
quirements, capabilities and used algorithms to other par-
ties. The WS-Policy specification only provides a logical
framework for describing policies. Additional specifications
extend WS-Policy to support actual policy usage scenarios.
Most notably, WS-SecurityPolicy specifies ways to define
security assertions and attach them to particular subjects, and
WS-MetadataExchange specifies how metadata information
can be defined and attached to service endpoints.

WS-Trust [8] specifies ways to establish trust relationships
between different parties. It introduces the concept of a Se-
curity Token Service (STS), which is a Web service that can
issue and validate security tokens. In addition, it can con-
vert a security token of one type into a token of another type,
which enables trust to be brokered between domains using
different security mechanisms. WS-Trust also specifies a
simple request/response protocol for obtaining security to-
kens. The Request Security Token (RST) message contains
the type of the request (Issue, Cancel, Renew or Validate)
and the type of the token to be requested. The Request Secu-
rity Token Response (RSTR) message is sent as a response,
containing the requested token if the requester is authorized
to receive one. By using the security features of WS-Security
and the policy negotiation capabilities of WS-Policy, WS-
Trust provides a basic building block for establishing trust
that supports a number of different use cases and underlying
security mechanisms. [2]

2.4.2 WS-Federation

WS-Federation [7, 3] builds upon the base WSS specifica-
tions to define mechanisms which enable resources to be
shared securely between different domains. The party man-
aging access to a secured resource is called the resource
provider, which makes access decisions based on claims
made by the identity provider. The IdP in WS-Federation
is basically a STS that issues identity tokens to users based
on their authentication.

In addition to the IdP service, WS-Federation defines
a number of other specialized federation services that are
based on the generic STS model. The authorization service
makes authorization decisions based on claims presented by
the requestor. For example, it might allow a requestor to
access a specified resource after validating its identity to-
ken. It does this by returning an access token in a RSTR
message. The attribute service allows a resource provider
to request additional information about a requestor, either to
personalize the service or to use the information to make an
authorization decision. The attribute service might have an
interface to an existing attribute repository, such as an LDAP
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directory. In addition, the release of information can be care-
fully controlled based on requestor authorization and privacy
rules. Finally, the pseudonym service is a special type of an
attribute service which enables alternate identity information
about a user to be maintained. It maps the user’s identity into
a pseudonym that can be used by a resource provider to iden-
tify that user. This allows the user’s identity to be recognized
by the resource provider while keeping it separate from the
original identity held at the IdP, thus maintaining the user’s
privacy.

Once a federation agreement has been established be-
tween organisations, they need to share various configura-
tion information related to the common services and poli-
cies to be used. To help exchange this information securely
between the participants, WS-Federation defines a metadata
model and a document format for publishing metadata about
the services. It should be noted that the metadata specified by
WS-Federation is meant to be used in addition to other ser-
vice metadata, such as that defined by WS-Policy, and does
not replace it.

The general federation model of WS-Federation builds
on the WS-Security and WS-Trust specifications, which are
meant to be used in a Web services environment. However,
in the case of an individual user, the mechanisms for re-
questing and issuing security tokens have to be performed
within the limitations of only a standard Web browser. For
this reason, WS-Federation defines a profile specifically for
so-called passive Web requestors. The profile consists of a
model for performing the WS-Federation operations using
only general HTTP technologies, such as POST, GET and
Redirect messages, as well as cookies. Using this profile, all
the functionality of WS-Federation can be achieved in a Web
browser context. The necessary information is exchanged
using GET query strings or POST parameters, with underly-
ing SSL/TLS to secure the traffic. If needed, the requested
security tokens can also be transported as references, which
can later be resolved by the resource provider by requesting
the actual tokens directly from the IdP.

3 Discussion and Comparison
Next, the solutions introduced in Section 2 are discussed and
compared in terms of some key aspects related to federated
identity management systems.

3.1 Scope and Functionality
Different types of organisations can have very different
needs for doing identity federation. It is clear that these can-
not all be addressed by a single solution. Instead, various
federation systems currently exist for different purposes, and
an organisation should select a system with a suitable scope
for its needs.

SAML defines general mechanisms for doing SSO and
identity federation, and specifies a number of profiles and
bindings to execute those scenarios in various environments
and use cases. In addition, it defines a common metadata
model to enable federating partners to exchange various con-
figuration information between them. In this way, it is a re-
ally comprehensive and extensible specification. However,

SAML is more of a general framework and building block
for other identity management systems, and not really a com-
plete solution by itself.

The Liberty Alliance framework adds additional function-
ality on top of SAML and defines rules and guidelines for
implementing the specifications and forming federations. It
is mainly targeted for business interactions. Organisations
belonging to a circle of trust can federate identities in a dis-
tributed manner. Users can have separate accounts with mul-
tiple IdPs and SPs, and these accounts can be linked by using
opaque user handles. SSO can be achieved after a federa-
tion has been established between an IdP and SP. In addition,
the circle of trust can include multiple IdPs, which enables
users to authenticate with any one of them in order to ac-
cess protected resources at a SP. These basic functions can
be achieved with only a standard Web browser. In addition,
the ID-WSF in Liberty enables various identity Web services
to be developed, which further increases the usage scenarios
that can be achieved with Liberty by enabling also machine-
to-machine interactions.

Shibboleth is also based on the SAML specifications. It
was developed mainly to address the needs of universities
and research institutions, and is therefore smaller in scope
compared to Liberty, enabling only SSO capabilities be-
tween organisations. Shibboleth uses a centralized model
where user identities are stored centrally by IdPs, and a user
has one home organisation which is used for authentication.
During SSO, some user attributes can also be exchanged be-
tween the identity and service provider, depending on the
policies agreed between the parties in the federation. The
use of Shibboleth is limited to Web browsers, since only two
HTTP-based profiles are specified for carrying the protocol
messages.

WS-Federation overlaps with the Liberty framework on
much of its functionality. Like Liberty, it offers both iden-
tity federation and SSO functionality, and enables sepa-
rate accounts to be linked using the pseudonym service.
WS-Federation also supports both Web services and Web
browser environments, therefore enabling various different
usage scenarios. Despite their similarities, however, the Lib-
erty framework and WS-Federation differ in the approach of
the solution. The Liberty specifications are targeted only for
identity federation and management, and present an overall
solution for achieving it. In contrast, WS-Federation is a
part of the larger WSS specification stack, relying on the un-
derlying WS-Trust and WS-Policy features in many of the
features.

3.2 Deployment Aspects

As said, SAML is more of a generic framework for feder-
ated identity management than a complete solution by itself.
Even though ready-made SAML implementations exist, the
SAML specifications mainly define the technical aspects re-
lated to identity federation and metadata exchange, and offer
no support in establishing the actual system configurations
and the needed operational agreements between organisa-
tions. Therefore implementing and deploying a federation
system based on only the SAML specifications can be im-
practical if many organisations are involved.
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The Liberty Alliance framework and Shibboleth offer
more specific guidelines for deploying the systems in prac-
tice, and ready-made products exist based on both solutions.
However, they still require the proper business agreements to
be made between the parties, which can limit their scalability
concerning the number and type of organisations involved in
a federation. The Liberty framework offers a lot of function-
ality, including the various identity Web services that can be
deployed. Its vast scope also makes it difficult and costly to
deploy, therefore making it mainly suitable for commercial
use between business organisations. In comparison, Shibbo-
leth is a more lightweight system, but also more limited in
the scope and features provided. This makes it appealing for
some scenarios where more reduced functionality is suffi-
cient, for example when only browser-based SSO is needed.

WS-Federation competes directly with Liberty in terms of
the scope and features offered. The flexible way in which the
different services in the system can be deployed can make
it a more scalable solution than Liberty. Also, the general
STS concept of WS-Trust is beneficial in that it enables var-
ious kinds of security tokens to be used, which allows better
interoperability between organisations using different secu-
rity mechanisms. However, the adoption of WS-Federation
might currently be risky for organisations, since the speci-
fication is still in draft state and thus prone to changes. In
addition, the overall future direction of the WSS protocol
family is not that clear, and many of the proposed specifica-
tions have not yet been completed.

3.3 Usability

An important viewpoint in discussing federated identity
management solutions is also to consider them from the
user’s perspective, since improving usability in Web-based
services is one of the key motivations for deploying these
kinds of systems in the first place.

All of the solutions support a standard Web browser for
carrying out the main functionality. Forwarding the user to
an IdP and back to the SP is done with normal HTTP mech-
anisms. In addition, they all offer some means for the user
to select his preferred IdP, and remember this selection if
the user has enabled the use of cookies in his Web browser.
The Liberty framework and WS-Federation differ from Shib-
boleth in the SSO functionality in that they the require the
user to first opt-in to a federation before SSO can be carried
out, whereas in Shibboleth this is done for the users by de-
fault. However, once the user has accepted the federation
in Liberty and WS-Federation, the selection is remembered
and SSO is done automatically in subsequent uses. Also, the
federation can be cancelled by the user at a later time in both
solutions. All three federation systems support a so-called
Single Sign-Out operation, where the user is logged out from
all of the services in the federation simultaneously.

A main concern for the users of an identity management
solution is also naturally the security and privacy provided
by the system. This includes the secure transportation of all
user data, and the ability for the users to control what in-
formation is released about them to the other parties in the
federation. In all of the solutions covered in this paper, se-
cure channels are required for doing the sensitive operations

such as user authentication. Shibboleth offers the most func-
tionality related to user privacy, since it allows the parties
of a federation to agree on a specific Attribute Release Pol-
icy (ARP), which dictates what user attributes can be shared
between the entities [6]. In addition, Shibboleth requires
that only the minimum necessary attributes are shared dur-
ing SSO, and that user consent is required for exchanging
any additional attributes. Liberty and WS-Federation also
require that attributes are released based on the user’s con-
sent, but the actual mechanisms for agreeing on the attribute
exchange policies are not yet clearly specified.

4 Conclusion
The concept of federated identity management includes var-
ious standards, technologies and solutions that enable users
to access multiple services in the Internet with only a sin-
gle user identity. This model of identity management can
benefit both the users and service providers, since users only
need to remember the credentials for one account, and ser-
vice providers can reduce the costs related to the manage-
ment of identity information. In addition, a number of other
benefits can be achieved with federated identity, such as in-
creasing the collaboration and interoperability between part-
ner organisations and improving the security, privacy and us-
ability of the services.

Many solutions and technologies exist for doing federated
identity management, and this paper has presented some of
the most important ones currently available. SAML is a
generic framework that provides the basic mechanisms for
achieving SSO and identity federation in different environ-
ments. The Liberty Alliance framework and Shibboleth are
both based on SAML. They extend the SAML specifications
and provide specific guidelines and practices for establish-
ing a federation between organisations. WS-Federation is a
more recent specification proposed by Microsoft and IBM,
along with some other companies, to enable federation capa-
bilities as a part of their overall family of specifications that
extend the basic Web services standards.

All of the solutions covered in this paper are quite large
in their scope and functionality, and they also have many
similarities both in their architecture and the offered func-
tionality. Some convergence has already happened between
SAML, Shibboleth and the Liberty framework, and with the
advent of SAML 2.0, its expected that this convergence will
continue to happen. In addition, achieving interoperabil-
ity between the SAML-based solutions and WS-Federation
seems to be a goal in the future development of the specifi-
cations [4]. After all, federated identity management is all
about interoperability and collaboration in the first place.

Finally, various other identity federation solutions also ex-
ist that were left out of the scope of this paper, such as
OpenID [10]. It will be interesting to see what the direction
of their future development will be, and how widely each
of the currently existing solutions will be adopted into use.
In any case, it is safe to say that federated identity manage-
ment will continue to be an active area of research and de-
velopment in the coming years, and we will likely see more
and more organisations taking federation systems of various
scope into use.
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